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1 RESEARCH PROBLEM

In human communication, the sign languages are
the main languages used by deaf people around the
world. Synthesis of these sign languages is a promis-
ing method for deaf communication, allowing us to
customize and create new sign language content and
preserve the artist’s anonymity.

Triggering pre-recorded animations from a gloss-
based database is a common method for synthesiz-
ing sign language (Pezeshkpour et al., 1999). Here, a
gloss represents the sign and is mapped to a clip of an
avatar performing the sign. However, this technique
requires a lot of time and manpower to create these
pre-recorded clips. Therefore this method does not
scale up well with large sign language utterances and
cannot be applied to avatars in virtual worlds where
maintaining large databases of animations is not pos-
sible.

These problems of scaling and data management
have motivated research into the synthesis of sign lan-
guage with procedural methods (GIBET et al., 2001).
Here, a gloss is mapped to a sequence of motion con-
straints to be evaluated and synthesized on the avatar.
Nonetheless, synthesizing realistic motion with such
systems remains a difficult problem, and addressing
the signer’s prosody, expressivity, and identity by pro-
viding control over style is even more challenging.

Glosses have traditionally been used as a formal-
ization of sign language utterances. Yet this im-
poses the problem of synchronisation and reusability
of those signs, which vary with a change in context.

To solve this, the AZee model (Filhol et al., 2014)
allows us to write parameterised signed forms for se-
mantic functions. Given a description, it generates
a timeline that specifies every aspect of the utterance
that the avatar should produce, resolving the problems
with timing, sign concurrency, and non-manual fea-
tures synchronization. Additionally, interpolation in-
formation is contained in AZee’s temporal specifica-
tions, which is crucial for synthesizing the utterance.

This has motivated research for data-driven syn-
thesis from AZee (Filhol et al., 2017). A synthe-
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sized utterance can be depicted as a set of blocks on a
muti-track timeline (Sharma and Filhol, 2022). These
blocks can be generated using evaluated low-level
posture constraints or pre-recorded animations. How-
ever, all low-level constraints were generalized as a
set of Inverse Kinematics(IK) Problems to solve. For
specific scenarios, relying on the IK and joint limits
to constrain movement of the posture is not enough.
Thus, we introduce a layer-based approach to solving
constraints and show how it can be used for a com-
plete data-driven sign language synthesis model.

2 OUTLINE OF OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this work can be summarized as fol-
lows:

• Show problems with only IK-based constraining.

• Present a new layered-based approach to better
synthesize AZee constraints.

3 STATE OF THE ART

Animation from AZee descriptions can be divided
into two categories: pre-animated and bottom-up
synthesis(building from minimal constraints). Pre-
animated methods use explicit, often manually cre-
ated, mappings of utterance description to motion
data. (Filhol and Mcdonald, 2018) also uses tem-
plate utterance descriptions and facilitates the gen-
eration of utterances with parameterized motion se-
quences. However, the diversity of these generated
utterances is limited to the number of designed ani-
mations and database content. Moreover, the required
manual labour hinders scalability.

The Bottom-Up synthesis creates motion from
minimalist constraints rather than relying on pre-
animated mappings. Despite recent research efforts,
the naturalness of generated motion still falls signif-
icantly behind that of a pre-animated motion. How-
ever, it provides a broader coverage since it doesn’t



Figure 1: Arrangement of the utterance for expression in section 3 on the timeline

rely on pre-recorded motion data and hence, can pro-
duce all motion specified by the utterance description.

The AZee native level defines several basic types
to constrain an armature posture. To understand it bet-
ter, let’s consider the following AZee expression from
the corpus 40 brèves (Challant and Filhol, 2022) (Fil-
hol and Tannier, 2014) (LIMSI and LISN, 2022)
:about-point

’pt
ˆRssp
’locsig
:category

’cat
:pays
’elt
:Irak

The above AZee expression is a representation of
an SL production assigning ”Iraq” to a point on the
right-hand side of the signing space, a way of creating
a reference the signer can later point to refer to the
country. Let’s assume we have pre-recorded action
for the rule :Irak. fig. 1 represents this utterance on a
multi-track timeline. The blocks constrain the posture
in the following ways:

• HANDS CONTACT START.CAT.SIG: Place-
ment constraints to keep the fingertips in contact
in the beginning.

• HANDS CONTACT END.CAT.SIG: Place-
ment constraints to keep the fingertips in contact
at the end.

• TRANSPATH BLOCK.CAT.SIG: Transpath
constraint specifying the movement of hands
along an arc

• HAND CONFIG.CAT.SIG: Constraints for fin-
ger configuration.

• CHIN.SIG: Constrain the chin up

• GAZE: Constrain the gaze to the right signing
space

• BODYLEAN: Orient the back so it leans towards
the right.

• CHIN.SIG: Constrain the chin up

• FOCUS.SIG: pre-recorded action for the rule
:Irak

Figure 2: Hand IK chain pulling the spine and the shoulder

During block application, the IK chain to be cho-
sen is based on the joint dependencies to evaluate the
placement constraints. Though this system does allow
for the extension of the IK chain through the spine, it
invokes the solver with a new chain every time it ap-
plies a placement. This results in a slower evaluation
of placements; moreover, the arms and torso have dif-
ferent purposes in the human body (fig. 2). The torso
movement could have its own meaning irrespective of
the movement of the arm. Lastly, whenever we switch
the chain for the next constraint, we lose the IK in-
formation required by the other constraints, such as
transpaths(movement specified along a path) or other
placements.

To fix this, some systems define the spine, and
arm IK separately (Baerlocher and Boulic, 2004) (El-
liott et al., 2008). (McDonald et al., 2016) present
the use of spine and shoulder extensions with an an-
alytical hand IK model to address the timing of spine
and shoulder movement separately. This allows for
more natural bust movement. Avatar layers based on
behaviour, skeleton and muscles were initially intro-
duced by (Chadwick et al., 1989). This interests us
since we aim to define our posture based on its be-
haviour w.r.t. linguistic constraints. Thus, in the fol-
lowing section, we propose a layer-based posture con-
figuration to solve and apply the native AZee con-
straints.



Figure 3: Use of IK behaviour in
HANDS CONTACT START.CAT.SIG block from
fig. 1

4 METHODOLOGY

The goal of our method is to constrain our posture
using layers and specify the relationship between the
layers through the native AZee constraints. (Chad-
wick et al., 1989) define a layer as a conceptual simu-
lation model which maps higher-level parametric in-
put into lower-level outputs. Thus, using layers of
the character related through the AZee constraints,
we aim to add higher-level control over the low-level
skeleton specification.

We define our posture using the following three
behaviour layers:

4.1 IK Behaviour layer

The IK behaviour layer represents the motion spec-
ifications for the skeleton’s arms and fingers. Hav-
ing pre-defined chains in a layer also allows for better
evaluation of transpath constraints. This layer encap-
sulates the chain movements for each arm bone and
finger phalanges. When the IK is applied, a numerical
IK solver generates the joint rotations for each bone
in the chain. The mesh deformations are generated by
weight painting (Mohr et al., 2003) based on a given
skeletal state.

4.2 Forward Kinematics(FK)
Behaviour layer

The FK behaviour layer constitutes the motion spec-
ifications for all FK bones. It is used for all the local
or global bone rotation changes in the skeleton. The
constraints orient, rotate, trill, look and lookat use the
FK layer.

Figure 4: Use of FK behaviour in CHIN.SIG block from
fig. 1

4.3 Morph Behaviour layer

Certain linguistic constraints are more suitable to be
evaluated using pre-defined shape keys rather than
as other constraints in the IK or FK behaviour lay-
ers. For example, the following AZee expression con-
strains the posture to close its little finger.
L_closed
azop

’param$0
’nodefault
orient

’dir
!little

ˆparam$0
2

’along
oppvect

dir
!palm

ˆparam$0

However, this method is slower since it generates
vectors for constraining each of the joints in the fin-
ger. When used for each finger, a rule like fist closed
will generate 20 vectors for each joint. Thus, morphs
make it more suitable to define a part of the sign lan-
guage motion space. The following conditions can be
considered when defining morphs,

• The morph action has a linguistic mean-
ing(fist closed, brow raised, etc.)

• The morph action evaluates to local rotations on
the skeleton or to some shape of the mesh inde-
pendent of the skeleton layer.

Thus, the above expression can be rewritten as,



Figure 5: Evaluated morph for little closed(w) = 0.5

L_closed
azop

’param$0
’nodefault
morph

’little_closed
ˆparam$0

1.0

A set of morphs is pre-defined on the morph layer
and then applied to the posture with the specified
weight during block evaluation.

4.4 Ordering the constraints

Once the Score is generated, for each block, the con-
straints have to be sorted based on their dependen-
cies which can be represented as a dependency graph.
The topological sorting of this graph gives us a set of
sorted constraints. These sorted constraints are then
used to create the dependency graph of the blocks,
which determines the order of block evaluation. fig. 6
shows us the blocks for fig. 1 with their first constraint
and edges representing dependencies.

4.5 Updating the layers

Since each layer affects the low-level skeleton speci-
fication, the other layers have to be updated with the
skeleton as well during the constraint application.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Pre-animated Dataset and Data
Preparation

Based on our defined behaviour layers, we created
simple animations for rules such as :Irak, :cuisine,
etcetera. To use this action dataset effectively, we
map the varying behaviour layer control node to the

parameters from the AZee expression. fig. 7 shows
the rule :Irak while the body leans towards right sign-
ing space.

5.2 Blender add-on

We implement our animator as an add-on in
Blender(v3.4) (Community, 2018). fig. 8 shows the
Blender interface configured with the AZee animator
addon. Its main components include:

(a) Properties
Modify inverse kinematics (IK) settings and ani-
mation layers.

(b) Viewport
Shows the 3D scene with the avatar.

(c) Non-linear Editor
To place all the baked blocks from the utterance.

(d) Action Editor
The third etc allows us to modify and visualize
the generated actions as well as the pre-recorded
animations.

(e) AZee editor
An editor to evaluate AZee expressions. It also
includes settings for armature configuration, tog-
gling constraints, managing body sites and defin-
ing global signing space and camera position.

We use the AutoRigPro (Artell, 2023) add-on to
implement the posture layers since it has pre-defined
IK and FK switching mechanisms important for up-
dating our layers.

6 EXPECTED OUTCOME

Our implementation is still under development. How-
ever, the current implementation allows us to visualise
the AZee block timeline and generate simple utter-
ances using both pre-recorded animations and mini-
mal constraints. Synthesis for the utterance in fig. 1
can be seen at the following link.

https://github.com/Paritosh97/phd/raw/master/
grapp-2023/outcome.mp4

We see that the animator can synthesise AZee
expressions using both bottom-up and pre-animated
techniques.

7 STAGE OF THE RESEARCH

The theme of my PhD is the development of a synthe-
sis system which can synthesize AZee descriptions of

https://github.com/Paritosh97/phd/raw/master/grapp-2023/outcome.mp4
https://github.com/Paritosh97/phd/raw/master/grapp-2023/outcome.mp4


Figure 6: Block DAG for expression in section 3

Figure 7: :Irak with body leaning towards the right signing
space

a sign language discourse through a descending or-
der of granularity. As explained earlier, we use pre-
animated and bottom-up constraint synthesis for utter-
ance generation. Thus, we can summarize the future
goals of the PhD as follows.

• Improve usage of the pre-animated actions by pa-
rameterizing the motion data for the relevant spec-
ification given in the AZee expression.

• Increasing the quality of our bottom-up synthe-
sis by increasing its naturalness using noise func-
tions and better management of the f-curves using
Bézier handles (Bechmann and Elkouhen, 2001).

• Integrating the above two techniques since the
blocks generated using the bottom-up synthesis
would look more robotic than those that used
a pre-animated action. Here, applying the mo-
tion manifold from the pre-animated action data
to solve the posture constraints can be a path to
consider for a more seamless utterance generation
(Holden et al., 2017).

• Testing and debugging our blender implementa-
tion for more complex utterances.
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